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In past years, we have heard many people speak about the symbol that is 

commonly called “The Star of David”.  Which  in  Hebrew,  is  usually 

referred to as “The Shield of David”. 

Many people have stated that this symbol is: 

evil, satanic, the symbol of the ‘occult’, a ‘pentagram’, the star of rempham. And 

some even go so far as to say that this symbol is the “mark of the beast”! 
 

Why  do  they  make  these  statements?  Why  do  they  think  that  this   particular  star 

is “evil”? Why are these “ideas” so prominently beliEbed, repeated, and taught as ‘truth’ 

today, with No Scriptural Evidence? 

SCRIPTURES 

For those who attempt to find Scriptural support, there are two main verses usually mentioned: 

Maaseh Shlichim/Acts 7:43 Yes, you took up the tent of moloch, and the 

of your ( in the pershitta), and made images to worship: 

and so I will carry you away beyond Babel/Babylon. 

Ahmos 5:26 But you have borne the tabernacle of your Moloch and Chiyun your idols, the 

cochab/star of your elohim, which you made as an idol for yourselves. 

 
 

However, from these verses what exactly can be determined about the “star” of 

Remphan, or Derphan, or Chiun? Does it say what it looked like? How many points 

it had? Or give a description of how it was designed? 

Are these verses even referencing to a symbol? If Not, then what are they referring to? 

And What is the Truth of these Deities in Modern Times? 

cochab/star 

http://www.yhrim.com/
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be a mighty one 

The deities that are mentioned in these verses are: moloch, remphan, derphan, & chiyn 

(there are also other various spellings of these names). At first glance it would seem that there 

are 4 different false pagan deities that are being spoken against in these verses. However, 

if we begin to search and start digging up some information about these deities, we 

actually find that ALL of these deities are actually different names for the same false 

god, but during different time periods, and/or from different cultures. 

The names of this false god also has a few other common names, such as: 

Ba’al (Phoenicians, Arameans, and many others), Baal-zebub/Beelzebul (other names for ba’al), 

Sol Invictus (romans) Saturn (romans), Amen-Ra (egyptions), Bel (Celtics), and many others. 

If taken back to its roots, we find that this false deity is directly connected to another 

infamous name in pagan worship, which is the father of all of these deities: Nimrod the 

son of Kush. He is also directly connected to Ishtar (her other names are Eastre, Easter, Astarte,  

Ashtoreth,   Aphrodite,   Astarte,   Venus,   ‘Queen   of   Heaven’,   just   to   name   a   few   –  Link to more 

info http://tinyurl.com/opuaqje) & Tammuz (also called Dumuzid, Damuzi). 
 

NIMROD – THE ‘SUN GOD’ & ASSOCIATES 

Nimrod was the king of Babel/Babylon. It is written in Yahuah’s Word that people 

worshiped Nimrod even while he was alive: Beresheeth/Genesis 10:8 And Kush begat 

Nimrod: he began to in the earth. 
 

“…to be a mighty one…”  is  always  a  reference  to  being  worshipped  as  a  deity.  Just 

like Yahuah is referred to many times as ‘The Mighty One of Yisrael’ and rightly so. But 

there are also many false deities which men called their ‘mighty ones’ such as in Maaseh 

Shlichim/Acts 7:40 and verse 43 which we just read, and in many other verses. 

A LITTLE HISTORY ON THE WORSHIP OF NIMROD: 

I don’t usually use man’s history books. But since we are talking about their pagan worship, 

their history, & connections. We must also use their written history as well to show how it has 

continued to this day. 

After Nimrod’s death, his worship not only didn’t end, but instead it greatly developed 

and increased. By researching a little on Nimrod, we find that after his 

death, his wife met with the (who were also called 

Druids), and together they declared that Nimrod had ascended and become the sun- god 

Ba’al. After Nimrods death, Ishtar was found to be pregnant, so she said she had been 

‘impregnated by the rays of the sun’- which remember Ba’al/Nimrod was the sun god, and she 

gave birth to baby Tammuz on dec 25th. Upon his birth, Tammuz was declared to be 

Ba’al himself re-incardinated in the flesh. 

priests of Moloch Ishtar/Semiramis 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arameans
http://tinyurl.com/opuaqje
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worship the ‘Sun god’ continued 

BEFORE 

This is why we see pharaohs, caesars, emperors, kings, and others, who are called/or 

have the title: “son of the sun-god made flesh” which also meant that they themselves 

were ‘gods’, and they were worshiped as such. 

To memorialize the ‘rebirth’ of Nimrod/Ba’al, they set up a festival on Tammuz/Ba’als 

birthday, dec 25th. On which day they would cut down an evergreen tree (which in pagan 

worship represents “eternal life”), bring it to where ever they wanted to worship Ba’al, stand 

the tree up and fasten it in place. They would then decorate it with gold and silver ‘balls’. 

This of course is still being observed today as “christ-mass”, all they did was change the 

names a little. This also connects directly back into moloch, which we will get to later. 

 

The tree represented the phallus of Nimrod/Ba’al the 

sun-god, which is said to have impregnated Ishtar, and 

brought forth Tammuz, who again was declared to be 

Nimrod/Ba’al the sun-god ‘reincarnated’ in the flesh. 

They took branches from the fir trees, and fashioned 

them into a circle or ‘ring shape’ which today they call a 

‘wreath’, which represents the womb of 

Semiramis/Ishtar, where Tammuz/Nimrod/Ba’al was 

‘reborn’ through her. 
 

 Today its called a ‘christmas’ or ‘hanukah’ tree, which is Expressly Point Blank forbidden in: 

Yirmeyahu/Jeremiah 10:1 Hear the word that Yahuah speaks to you, O Beit Yisrael: 2 

This says Yahuah, Learn not the derech/way of the heathen, and be not broken at the signs of 

the shamayim/heavens; for the heathen are broken with them. 3 For the customs of the nations 

are worthless: for 

workman, with the axe. 4 They 

and with hammers, 

, the work of the hands of the 

; they fasten it with nails 

.” 

 

Additional Notes: 

How many other false deities were ‘born’ on and are being worshiped on dec 25th? 

Horus, Osiris, Amen-Ra (usually just referred to as ‘Ra’), Attis, Krishna, Mithra, Buddha, Heracles, 

Dionysus, Adonis, Hermes, Bacchus, Prometheus, Sol Invictus, just to name a few… 

 

Why is there so many ‘deities’ all born on pagan calendar dec 25th? 

Because Nimrod was being worshiped the tower of Babel. Therefore, when Yahuah 

confounded the languages and divided the people at the Tower of Babel, 

languages,  which  became different cultures, to . However, the 

name of Nimrod was changed in each culture to their language, therefore Nimrod has been called by 

many names, during different time periods, and by different cultures. 

all of these different 

so that it does not move around 
deck it with silver and with gold 

one cuts an eytz/tree out of the forest 
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no more call Me 

church steeples 

countless others 

The tree-phallus of Nimrod/Ba’al, is exactly the 

same symbolism as the ancient egyptian obelisks 

for their sun-god deity ‘Amen-Ra’. We also see 

this symbol repeated in modern times all around 

the earth. The literal meaning of the word 

 

 

 

 

Just a 

is 

 

 

 

Common Prominent Examples are: 

or “Bel/Ba’als 

. 

The Washington Monument (Holds two records: the world’s tallest stone structure 

and the world’s tallest obelisk), the Ancient Heliopolis Obelisk in Cairo, the 

Obelisk of Luxor (physically moved from egypt to paris), the Eifel Tower in paris, 

The  Obelisk in ‘st.  peters  square’ at the  Vatican (which  was  also physically 

moved from Egypt) plus All Over the Nations of the earth. 
One site which shows many more: http://tinyurl.com/khnnbf7 

 

We also see this same image and meaning 

reflected in All of the 

earth, as they represent the 

all over the 

. 

People in All of the churches with either steeples or 

a regular obelisk, are literally worshiping at the 

phallus of Ba’al. 

Then they call upon ‘The LORD’ which 

‘LORD’ has been inserted into most modern bibles, is Literally the 

name “Ba’al”. People don’t even realize whose temple they are 

worshiping in, nor who’s name they are calling upon, and Most 

DON’T WANT to KNOW!  

Yahuah was NEVER to be called ‘LORD’ / 

Thus again, which is why the Word states: 

 

 

Hoshea/Hosea  2:16  And  it  shall  be  in  that  day,  says   YHWH,  that  you  shall  call  Me 

Ishi-My  Husband; and shall Ba’ali-my lord. 17 For  I will take  away  the 

names of Ba’alim out of her mouth, and they shall no more be remembered by their names. (Note: 

“Ba’ali” means ‘My lord’ where “Ba’al” just means ‘lord’. Also Ba’alim is plural - speaking about All of the 

pagan names/titles: i.e. lord, god, jesus, christ, chirstos, etc etc.) 

Exact Same symbolism 

organ of reproduction” 

“Shaft of Bel/Ba’al” 'obelisk' 

 Ba’al. 

few 

http://tinyurl.com/khnnbf7
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weeping for 

The Obelisks of Ba’al is again repeated and 

seen all over  the  world,  in  the  ‘modern’ sky 

scrapers. As men have always been trying to 

construct the tallest “Tower of Babel” which 

now litters the face of the earth. All of which is 

in the same symbolism of Nimrods Phallic 

Obelisk. Another site which shows more 

http://tinyurl.com/lq7ouzm 
 

 

All of these Symbols (Obelisks, church steeples, skyscrapers, and more) mentioned above, back 

into Nimrod and his Tower of Babel/Babel, which Yahuah Destroyed. 

Now with ALL of these Countless Multitudes of ‘Obelisks’ sticking up toward Yahuahs 

Face All Over the Earth, the destruction seen in that day, and far greater destruction, is 

about to be repeated again by Yahuah in these last days. 

 

MORE ABOUT TAMMUZ – DUMUZID 

Tammuz was killed by a wild boar when he was 40 years old, and all of his worshipers 

sorrowed over him greatly, as he was supposed to have been the ‘sun-god’ Ba’al 

reincarnated. But even though this is the ‘2nd time’ he had died (remember Nimrod was the 

1st Ba’al to die) they said that he was ‘resurrected’. So it became a yearly ritual and story 

that he lives, dies, and is resurrected again each and every year. And every year at the 

time of his ‘death’ it became a tradition to ‘weep for Tammuz’, and we see this written in: 

Yechezkel/Ezekiel 8:14 “Then He brought me to the door of the gate of YHWH's 

Bayit/House which was toward the north; and, see, there sat women 

Tammuz. 15 Then said He to me, Have you seen this, O Ben/Son of-adam? Turn again, 

and you shall see Greater Abominations than These.”   
 
 

Today this remembrance and “weeping for Tammuz” has become known as “Lent” 

which  is  the  40  day  period   (excluding  the   6  sun-gods  days  of  ‘sun-day’)  from   ‘Ash 

Wednesday’ to ‘Easter/Ishtar’s Day’! One day (40 Days) for each year of the life of 

Tammuz (40 Years). Again this 40 Days did not include the 6 ‘regular’ worship days of 

 ‘sun-day’, as they were already worship days. These 40 days was In-Addition to those 

‘sun-days’, so it is for a complete total of 46 Days. (The 40 days + 6 Sundays that occur 

during that time period).

http://tinyurl.com/lq7ouzm
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priests of Moloch 
Ishtar/Semiramis 

 

Moloch – Molech, Molekh, Molok, Molek, Molock, Moloc, Malkum, Melqart, Melkart,

 Milk,  Melqarth, Chiyun, Remphan, Derphan, Kronos/Cronus (father of zeus), Saturn (the 

roman deity), Zeus, and others. 

 

Earlier we mentioned that after the death of Nimrod, met with the 

(who were also called the druids), and together they declared that 

Nimrod had ascended and become the sun-god Ba’al. 
 

 Many times Moloch and Ba’al are used interchangeably, are both the 

‘gods of fire’, and are worshipped in nearly identical ways.  

However Ba’al (and his many other names) is always referred to as the 

sun-god. Moloch, is often referred to as a sun-god, but he is also 

widely referred to as the god of Saturn.  

 

Moloch from ancient times, is usually depicted 

as having a body like a man, and a head like a 

bull. In the photo to the right, is a depiction of 

Moloch in Iraq. Note the ‘sun’ sphere with rays 

above his head, depicting him as being a ‘sun god’ just as is Ba’al. 

Moloch was a deity to which child sacrifice was the “normal” 

offering. The deity’s construction was actually centered on the 

sacrifice of children. History states, for each culture who 

worshiped Moloch, he was built to either hold a large fire 

underneath him, or so that a large fire could be built directly inside of his body. Either 

way, he was constructed with a large stomach area so as to 

have the capacity to accept multiple sacrifices in rapid 

succession (one after another). There are records which state he 

was constructed so that when the fire was hot enough, it 

would begin to cause his metal structure and out stretched 

arms to glow red with heat. Once he was glowing red, the 

people would go before 

the image of Moloch and His 

Priests, and give their ‘List of 

Prosperity/Desires’ or they just 

asked for ‘general Prosperity for 

their  family’  for  the next year. 

In return for ‘Moloch’ to grant their petition, they would 

give him a child, usually their first born, to the Priests of 

Moloch (aka Druids), who would take the child and lay them in red hot arms of Moloch. 
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Hinnom pass through the fire to Molech sons and their daughters 

high places of Ba’al 

the fire to Molech 

(Here we see Moloch being worshiped in the ‘High places of Ba’al) 

Once laid on his arms, the worshipers would pull chains that would cause the arms to raise 

the child toward the body, which rolled them into a cavity inside the metal body of Moloch, 

and into the heart of the fire, literally burning them alive as a sacrifice. The arms would 

then be lowered again, made ready for the next child. Later, the ashes or other remains of 

the children would be taken by the families, and they would be placed into or under the 

foundation of their house, as an ‘omen’ to bring the family ‘prosperity and good fortune’. This 

is what the Word referred to as ‘passing your children through the fire’. Countless 

children were sacrificed to the ‘fire god’ in this manor, one after another. Again, this has 

been done by many different pagan religions and cultures all around the earth. 
 

This child sacrifice to Moloch is written about in several places in the Word: 

Melechim Bet/2nd Kings 23:10 And he destroyed Topheth, which is in the Valley of the 

Children of , that 

. 

might make his son, or to pass through 

Yirmeyahu/Jeremiah 32:35 And they built the , which are in the Valley of 

the Son of , to cause their to ; 

which I commanded them not to do, neither came it into My mind, that they should do this 

abomination, to cause Yahudah to sin.   
 

Maaseh Shilichim/Acts 7:16 And they left all the mitzvoth/commandment of YHWH 

their Elohim, and made molten images, even two calves, and made an Asherah, and 

worshipped all the hosts of the shamayim/heavens, and served Ba’al.  

17 And they caused their sons and their daughters to pass through the fire, and used 

divination and enchantments, and sold themselves to do evil in the sight of YHWH, to 

provoke Him to anger. (They ‘worshiped the hosts of heaven’ & ‘passed their children through the fire’ to Ba’al.) 

 

WHAT OR WHO IS THE MODERN INCARNATION OF MOLOCH? 
There are Two Modern incarnations of Moloch. Lets talk about the most popular one first: 

Lets run down Moloch’s main characteristics again: 

• He’s big 

• Has a large stomach 

• He is a fire deity 

• He Glows Red when he is ready for his sacrificial offerings 

• He is brought lists of ‘Desires’ or is asked for ‘Prosperity’ 

• Children are placed in his arms by the Priests of Moloch, and are sacrificed 

to him in return for the Desires or Prosperity 

 

Sound like anyone you have heard of? 

Hinnom his daughter no man 
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That’s Right, There is some one that almost every person on this earth today, knows 

who does all of these things. It’s the false pagan idol: ‘Sinterklaas’, ‘saint nicholas’, ‘father 

chr-stmas’, ‘kris kringle’, and known the world over as ‘Santa Claus’. 

I can almost hear the people out there who are just about to 

bust a blood vessel, or who are gasping at such a ‘notion’ that 

their ‘harmless’ observing/worship of ‘christ-mas’ and satan… 

I mean “santa”… that it has anything to do with   

Ba’al and Moloch written about in Yahuahs Word. 

Well, we’ve went over all of the other facts about 

the ‘chirstmas tree’, the ‘wreath’, and how they 

are All in Direct Worship to Ba’al and 

Ishtar/Easter. We went over Tammuz and how he 

is connected to lent and easter (pagan holiday). 

We also went through all the basis of Moloch (Another of Ba’als many aliases), 

and His basic characteristics and Worship. So, let’s compare the basic 

characteristics list we made earlier about Moloch, to ‘Santa Clause’. 
 

Moloch  ‘Santa Clause’  
   

He’s big Santa’s big - You never see a ‘small’ or ‘short’ santa  
   

Has a large stomach – as it is a fire 
chamber 

Santa is Always Fat – he has a large stomach  

   

He is a fire deity Santa Only enters a house by coming down the 

chimney, which since it is on dec 25th (Ba’al 

birthday) it’s a time when the fire place is burning  

 

   

When Hot enough, the steel Glows 

Red and then he is ready for his 

sacrificial offerings 

Santa always wears a Red Suit (now you know 

why…) 
 

   

When performing the sacrifice, they 

place the child in Moloch’s arms and 

then give him their lists of ‘Desires’ or 

they ask for ‘Prosperity’  

When a child is brought to Santa and placed 

in his arms, they give him a list, or he is told 

all the desires, either stuff and/or money. 

 

   

Children are placed in his arms by 

the Priests of Moloch, and are 

sacrificed to him in return for the 

Desires or Prosperity 

   

Parents give their children to ‘Santa’s little 

helpers’/’Elves’, and they place the child into 

Santa’s arms to sit on his lap, and sacrifice 

them spiritually to satan. And in return 

Santa ‘grants’ the desired gifts. 
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dec 25th 

So,  yes  it  is   easy   to   see   (to 

anyone awake and willing to 

accept blatant facts) how ‘Santa 

Clause’ is the new modern (the 

last couple centuries) version of 

the false god Moloch. 

Who all dressed in red, receives 

all of the desires by letter, list, 

and in person, from 

the children who are sacrificed in his arms. And then on the pagan day of 

dec 25th, Nimrods (and all of his aliases) birthday, he goes down the 

smoking chimney of each house, and leaves ‘his gifts’ under the Nimrod Phallic tree. 

 

Of course over time, other ‘attributes’ was added and such, to make 

him seem more acceptable to the time period, culture, and common 

religions. Just as has been done with the other pagan deities and 

pagan holidays, like ‘easter’, which is the Day dedicated to Nimrods 

wife Ishtar. Originally, all ‘ishtar eggs’ were painted red… as red 

was the only color they could get from the blood of children, whom 

they killed and sacrificed, so they could use their blood to paint the 

eggs which showed her ‘fertility’ rights as the wife, and then mother, 

of the ‘sun-god’. But I digress… 

 

 

A LITTLE MORE ABOUT THE PAGAN DAY OF DECEMBER 25TH
 

 

We’ve already went over how dec 25th was the ‘birth’ and ‘re-birth’ day of Nimrod and 

the many other names that he went by, as deities of many cultures. However, there is 

much more to dec 25th than this. 
 

In the day of Julius Caesar, when he began to use the Julian Calendar, was the 

approximate date of the winter solstice. From dec 17th  – 23rd  the roman citizen and 

slave celebrated a major festival called ‘ 

light’ which leads up to the winter solstice. On 

’. It was a celebration as a ‘festival of 
,  the day of the winter  solstice, 

the romans held a festival called ‘Dies Natalis Solis Invicti’ which means “the birthday 

of the unconquerable sun”. Once again a clear connection to Nimrod, who to the romans 

was known as Saturn, which was their sun-god and main deity, by which their culture 

revolved around, and who was being worshipped during this entire festival. 

dec 25th 

Saturnalia 
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Saturn 

3 days out of every week Whole Family of Nimrod 

christians on sunday 

Frida 

Solar Only 

 

SPEAKING OF SATURN… 

The city of Rome was originally called “Saturnia” which means “City of Saturn”. They 

named a “wandering star” after their sun god, and even today this “wandering star” or 

“planet” is still known by the name Saturn. This “planet” became the ‘star’ of their god 

Saturn (also called by other cultures by the names of moloch, chiyun, remphan, derphan, as 

mentioned in the Word, among many other names). 

 

They also dedicated a day to Saturn, and they called it ‘dies Saturni’ which translated is 

‘Saturn’s day’ which later was shorted to ‘Saturday’. 
 

So today in modern times, we have what everyone calls the ‘week end’ when people are 

more worried about partying and doing the things of their desire, that they can’t do 

during the other 5 days when working. 

This ‘weekend’ is also the two major days of worship of the false pagan deities, 

Saturday is worship to 

Oh and don’t forget 

Aphrodite aka Ishtar. 

, and Sunday is the worship to Ba’al. 

y, it can be traced back to the worship to none other than 

So in these modern times Last Days, we have the 

jews and messianics on saturday, and the . 

, the 

Meaning we have the 

worshipping  the 

roman calendar. 

on  the  face  of  the  earth  today, 

, on  the pagan 

And all 3 days are ultimately worshipping satan, as he is head and source of ALL the 

false deities, and it is his pagan calendar on which they are being worshipped, which 

he influenced man to create in rebellion to Yahuah. 

Now we have many so-called ‘leaders’ and sheeple (people blindly following) who are 

professing a ‘Solar Only’ Calendar (the false ‘enoch’ calendar included), claiming that it 

proves ‘saturday’. 
 

Well… They are Absolutely Right! The Calendar 

As the Solar Only Calendar was created to worship 

,  in honor of , which is one of the 
 

 
 

So Yes, there are plenty of Ishtar, Moloch AND Ba’al worshippers in these end times. 

3 biggest false religions 

muslims worshiping on friday 

Saturn/Moloch 

DOES prove 
ALL the Sun 

 
Saturn’s Day!  

Deities! And saturday is for a certain fact 

many names of Moloch . 
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being wise 

Total Rebellion, 

Some may be keeping Molochs day because they ‘think’ it is the ‘real Sabbath’, not 

understanding it is just another false pagan sun deity worship day, because they have 

not heard of Yahuahs True Calendar Written in His Word, (which has TWO Witnesses, 

the Sun AND Moon) nor His True Shabbat. 

My Abba and Eema did this for 20 years, as they were keeping the Sabbath to the best 

of their knowledge at that time. But then Yahuah taught my Abba His True Calendar, 

and we’ve been keeping it now for nearly 18 years. If you still believe that ‘Saturns Day’ 

is Yahuah’s Shabbat, then you NEED to do a Lot of Studying, and find out the truth. A 

good place to start to build the foundation from Yahuah’s Word, on what is His True 

Shabbat is the teaching document that my Abba/Father Wrote titled “Restoration of the 

Scriptural Sabbath Day and the Lunar-Solar Yearly Calendar”  

Link:  http://www.yhrim.com/Teaching_Documents/Restoration_of_the_Scriptural_Sabbat_Day_-

_Updated_11-5998sc.pdf 

 

But many people (some who even were taught and kept Yahuahs True Calendar for a short time, 

then left it and went back) have continued to keep, teach, and lead others into the false 

pagan worship of the pagan Day of Saturn “saturday” in 

because it is easier to keep in this Babylonian system. 

keep, because it is part of Babylonian Worship!) Claiming all along, that they ‘left 

sunday behind because it’s the ‘suns day’ yet they continue  to  keep  ‘saturns day’ a day 

in worship to the sun-god Saturn/Moloch. 

 

THE ‘OTHER’ MODERN DAY MOLOCH 

I’m just going to try to keep this part short… 

Moloch is still worshipped today, even by Name. Most of 

the World’s so called ‘elite’ and satan worshippers still 

worship and sacrifice to ‘Moloch’. Even child and other 

human fire sacrifices have continued un-opposed, but 

only witnessed by the members of their secret societies. 

What has changed is what Moloch looks like. Instead of 

being a man’s body, with the head of a bull, which is very 

obvious. They have changed him into the image of an ‘owl’. 

 

The short version is:  Because  an Owl can turn its head all 

the way around, meaning it is ‘ 

become an image of ‘ 

 

’ or ‘ 

. And an Owl has 

’. Which is 

the two main ideas behind the ‘illuminati’. 

illuminated 

all seeing’ 

(Which of course it is easier 

to 

http://www.yhrim.com/Teaching_Documents/Restoration_of_the_Scriptural_Sabbat_Day_-_Updated_11-5998sc.pdf
http://www.yhrim.com/Teaching_Documents/Restoration_of_the_Scriptural_Sabbat_Day_-_Updated_11-5998sc.pdf
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The image of the ‘owl’ Moloch is 

seen everywhere in today’s 

society, but like the image of the 

‘all seeing eye’, the vast majority of 

people do not even notice it. Even 

on the U.S. One Dollar Bill, as seen 

here, there is a tiny image of an 

owl, representing Moloch. 

The ‘all seeing eye’ on the back of 

the dollar, is not hidden at all, and 

still yet people think nothing of it. 

 

Like the ‘All Seeing Eye’ which has become the logo of 

many million and billion dollar corporations, tv networks, 

multitudes of companies, and more  (a  few  seen  right).  And 

is also seen in movies, tv shows, music videos/album 

covers, news, etc etc etc. Once you know what to look for… 

It is Literally Everywhere 
. (for more see this google search link: http://tinyurl.com/nc8xpjt) 

 

The ‘Owl’ Symbol of Moloch is also seen everywhere as well, 

like the mazda automobile logo, seen left. 

 

You also seen many 

singers, actors, and many,  

many politicians, especially heads of state, (presidents, 

prime ministers, etc) around the world, use is the ‘Owl’ 

hand gesture. To the right are photos of both former 

president George Bush and former president Bill 

Clinton using this hand gesture,  

which nearly all US presidents, most “leaders” of all 

nations, big actors and musicians, popes, most false preachers, and many many others can 

all be found using this same sign, along with several others.  
 

This hand gesture also represents the ‘Goat Head’, which is another 

major symbol representing satan. The ‘Goat Head’ is also represented 

by the Real ‘pentagram’ which is a 5 Pointed Star, 

usually inverted. Both of which can be seen here in 

the diagram to the left. This 5 pointed star can also 

be seen in the GOP (republican) logo seen right. 

http://tinyurl.com/nc8xpjt
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Speaking of the Word ‘Pentagram’. This is derived from the greek ‘penta’ meaning ‘5’. 

This is also seen in the translated word ‘Penta-cost’, which means ’50’ or ‘50 Days’. 

Another example is the ‘Pentagon’ meaning ‘5 sides’. 

 

Speaking of the ‘Pentagon’ 

building in D.C., which itself is a 

pentagram made into a building, 

at the center of the pentagon, is a 

garden. The ground breaking 

ceremony for building the 

Pentagon, was on september 

11th 1941. At the center of the 

Pentagon, is an open park like 

area, called ‘Ground Zero’. What 

is at the center of ‘Ground Zero’? 

Moloch! As seen in the photo to 

the right. 
Here is an article from the History Channel with more about the Pentagon: http://tinyurl.com/ongxpm6 

 

In Bohemian Grove California, many heads of states, 

presidents, congressmen, etc etc etc etc, over many years, 

have met there and worshipped Moloch in many different 

types of satanic worship and sacrifice. One such photo of 

this worship is seen at the right, showing the 40 foot statue 

of Moloch, with the sacrificial alter in front. 

 

As seen in the photo to the left, 

Image of Moloch with former U.S. president George W. Bush. 

 

Even the layout of the streets 

surrounding the U.S. capital 

building (seen right) were 

designed to form Moloch in 

his “Owl” form. Streets all around Washington D.C., 

the White House, the Washington Monument, and 

other buildings, were also designed to form other 

images, such as the 5 pointed pentagram. 

http://tinyurl.com/ongxpm6
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nor 

WHY 

PLAIN & SIMPLE 

This document could continue on and on, and show hundreds of pages of material showing all of 

their pagan symbols, origins, worship, and how it is hidden in plain sight, and sometimes not 

hidden at all, all over the earth in these last days. 

 

But for time’s sake, and to sum this up, we are going to continue to the point of this 

teaching document: 

 

THE TRUTH ABOUT THE ‘STAR OF DAVID’ 
 

To understand what is called the ‘Star  of David’,  we must first understand is it 

called the ‘Star of David’ in the first place. As there is NO Evidence which shows that 

David Solomon Ever used this symbol. Nor that it was even used during that time 

period. And there is a good reason why which we’ll go into in a few moments. 

 

The simple reason of why it has been called the ‘Star of David’ or the ‘Shield of David’, is 

actually Very Simple, but due to changes in the Hebrew Language has become hidden. 

 

Originally “Davids” name was pronounced as ‘Daood’ with the ‘oo’ sound. As there were 

no ‘V’ or ‘Vav’ sounds in Hebrew. The ‘Vav’ sound was added later, along with many 

other Intentional changes (nikkud “vowel dots” etc) by the modern day “pharisees” to add 

confusion and obscure the true pronunciation and meaning of many words and names.  

 

King Davids name in modern Hebrew is written as: דוד 

Which is the Hebrew Letters: 

 

 ”ד“

(“oo” sound) “ו” 

 ”ד“

If you want to confirm this for  yourself,  you  can  simply  go  to  google  translate  Link: 

http://translate.google.com/, and type ‘David’ in the box left side. Then change the 

language to Hebrew for the ‘translate to’ box on the right side, and it will translate it as: 

 דוד

Dalet 

Waw 

Dalet 

http://translate.google.com/
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One House 

‘picture’ 

pictoria

l 

Two Houses of Yisrael 

After 

‘picture’ 

NOT However,  we  know that  what  is called ‘modern Hebrew’ is the original Written 

Hebrew Language. But is rather an Aramaic alphabet which Yisrael borrowed and 

adopted while they were in captivity in Babylon for 70 years. 

The original Written Hebrew is what is now known as 

‘Paleo Hebrew’ or ‘Ancient Hebrew’. The Paleo 

Hebrew Alphabet can be seen in the photo to the right. 
 

The Paleo Hebrew written language was a 

type alphabet. In other words 

used to create words, letters, OR 

l 

were 

Keep this in mind, as it is very important. 

 

In the Paleo Hebrew, Daoods name is written as: dwd 

Which is the Paleo Hebrew Letters: 

“ d ” 

“ w ” 

“ d ” 
 

The  Dalet was a of a door, not as most of us think of as a rectangular door, but 

rather like a ‘tent door’ d. This is true even today in modern Hebrew, the Dalet is still 

symbolizes a ‘Door’. 

The Dalet is also promptly seen in the name of the Tribe of Yahudah: HWdHY 
Which if you ‘go through’ the Dalet/Door, we then find the name of Yahuah HWHY 

When Yisrael was under the rule of David and Solomon, ALL 12 Tribes were together as 

The ‘One’ House of Yisrael. After Solomon died, Yahuah divided Yisrael into TWO Houses. 
 

Sometime this split occurred, (as remember there is no evidence that this symbol was 

used by David nor Solomon or even during that time period) those who were truly serving 

Yahuah, knew that one day He would Re-unite Yisrael back into One Restored House. 

 

Looking forward to that Day of Restoration, and looking back to when Yisrael 

was still One House before it was divided. Someone looked to the name of 

Daood who was the righteous King who ruled over Both Houses before they 

were split. And they took the TWO Dalets d in his name and placed one on 

top the other (as I have done to the right using two colors for clarity) to create a of 

when the are Restored back together into . 

Meaning. 

simple images 

Dalet 

Waw 

Dalet 
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In reality the ‘Star of Daood’ is actually a symbol showing when Yisrael is 

Restored into One House – One Stick, in the Hand of Yahusha ha Moshiach. 
 

This is also seen in the flag of the ‘State of Israel’, as I’ve shown below, even 

though it may not have been what the designers intended: 
 

This is the reason that satan hates this symbol so much, and in turn tries to steal it and 

demean it every way possible, because it embodies what is written in: 
 

Yechezkel/Ezekiel 37:15 The word of YHWH came again to me, saying, 16 Moreover, you 

Ben/Son of-adam, take one piece of wood, and write upon it, For Yahudah, and for the children 

of Yisrael his chaberim/companions: then take another piece of wood, and write upon it, For 

Yoseph, the piece of wood of Efrayim, and for all Beit Yisrael his chaberim/companions: 17 

And join them one to another into one piece of wood; and they shall become echad/two 

being made one in unity in your hand. 18 And when the children of your people shall speak to 

you, saying, Will you not show us what you mean by these? 19 Say to them, This says the Master 

YHWH; See, I will take the piece of wood of Yoseph, which is in the hand of Efrayim, and the 

tribes of Yisrael his companions, and will put them with the piece of wood of Yahudah, and make 

them one piece of wood, and they shall be one in My hand. 20 And the two pieces of wood on 

which you write shall be in your hand before their eyes. 21 And say to them, This says the Master 

YHWH; See, I will take the children of Yisrael from among the gentiles, where they have 

gone, and will gather them on every side, and bring them into their own land: 22 And I 

will make them one nation in the land upon the mountains of Yisrael; and One Melech/King 

shall be Melech/King over them all: and they shall be no more two nations, neither shall 

they be divided into two malchutim/kingdoms any more: 23 Neither shall they defile 

themselves any more with their idols, nor with their detestable things, nor with any of 

their transgressions: but I will save them out of all their dwelling places, in which they have 

sinned, and will cleanse them: so shall they be My people-Ami, and I will be their Elohim. 24 
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STOLEN 

STOLEN 

And Daood My Ebed/Servant shall be Melech over them; and they all shall have One Shepherd: 

they shall also have their halacha/ways in My mishpatim/commandments, and observe My 

chukim/ordinances, and do them. 25 And they shall dwell in the land that I have given to Yaakov 

My Ebed, in which your ahbot/fathers have dwelt; and they shall dwell in it, they, and their 

children, and their children's children le-olam-ba-ed/forver: and My Ebed/Servant Daood 

shall be their Nasi le-olam-ba-ed. 26 Moreover I will make a brit/covenant of shalom with them; 

it shall be an everlasting brit/covenant with them: and I will place them, and multiply them, and 

will set My Kadosh- Place in their midst le-olam-ba-ed/forever. 27 My dwelling place also shall 

be with them: And, I will be their Elohim, and they shall be My people-Ami. 28 And the gentiles 

shall know that I YHWH will set Yisrael apart, when My Kadosh-Place shall be in their 

midst le-olam-ba-ed/forever. 
 

When this takes place, satan is totally defeated in his quest to destroy Yisrael, which he 

has been attempting to do since he got Cain to kill Abel. He has always been at war with 

the True Promise Seed of Yisrael, those who are Truly Worshipping and Serving Yahuah 

with all their heart and strength. 

 

This is why satan has STOLEN, let me repeat that, this symbol and made 

every attempt to try to pervert it and turn everyone against it. Just as he stole the rainbow 

and has perverted it into a symbol for the sodomites (even though it is actually a symbol 

showing their destruction!)  

 

In Nazi Germany, its easily known that the nazi’s hated it as it was 

the symbol of their created ‘enemy’. 

 

But do you not think that the ‘jews’ also began to hate it as well, 

since they were forced to wear it on all outer garments at all times, 

as a way of identification (an actual sow-on patch see right), by which 

they were singled out at all times and continually persecuted? 

 

Has this symbol at times been used in pagan or satanic worship, usually with it being 

placed inside a circle? Yes, because it was and perverted by  satan hoping 

that true Yisrael would throw it away calling it ‘satanic’, by which they are also throwing 

away a symbol of the promise that Yahuah will Restore Yisrael Into ONE House, and 

bring them back to the Land of Restored Yisrael. 
 

So if a “Symbol” is not the “star of moloch”, then what is the Scriptures referring to? We’ve 

already read it earlier:  
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derphan mighty one remphan 

Maaseh Shilichim/Acts 7:16 And they left all the mitzvoth/commandment of YHWH their 

Elohim, and made molten images, even two calves, and made an Asherah, and worshipped 

all the hosts of the shamayim/heavens, and served Ba’al.  

17 And they caused their sons and their daughters to pass through the fire, and used 

divination and enchantments, and sold themselves to do evil in the sight of YHWH, to 

provoke Him to anger.  
 

Maaseh Shlichim/Acts 7:43 Yes, you took up the tent of moloch, and the 

of your ( in the pershitta), and made images to worship: 

and so I will carry you away beyond Babel/Babylon. 

 

Ahmos 5:26 But you have borne the tabernacle of your Moloch and Chiyun your idols, the 

cochab/star of your elohim, which you made as an idol for yourselves. 

 

The Word Cochab (usually written as “chochav” or “kochav” today) literally means “star” 

as in a “star” that a person sees when they go outside and look up at a clear night sky.  

Then combine this with Maaseh Shilichim/Acts 7:16 where it states that the Ba’al 

worshippers   worship  “…all the hosts of the shamayim/heavens…”, we can easily 

understand that they were actually worshipping a “star”.  
 

That star, as we stated earlier, was the same star as the roman’s named Saturn which 

was their name for Moloch. And in turn was who they named the day of the week  after 

“Saturn’s day” later shortened to “saturday”.  
 

And this was where, at some point in the following century or so after Moshiach was 

crucified and resurrected, that the pharisees threw away Yahuahs calendar all together 

so they could fully embrace the roman calendar, as they even looked to the romans as 

the “legit” leadership in the days of Moshiach.  

So the pharisees adopted the romans saturday worship to Saturn/Moloch, which still 

continues rampantly to this day in “judaism” and all those who follow it or parts of it.  
 

I hope that this document has opened the eyes of all of those who read it, to not only 

the Simple Truth about the ‘Star of Daood’. But also to a few out of the Multitudes of 

Real Pagan symbols that are in front of every person’s eyes, each and every day, which 

most people don’t blink an eye at. 

 

And also the Real False Pagan Worship of friday, saturday, and sunday, that is being 

done to Worship the Entire Family of Nimrod and his many other names,  

even today especially today in these end times. All of course being conceived and 

pushed using men, by satan. As the entire pagan roman calendar, and its main days of 

worship, friday, saturday, and sunday, is in honor and worship to satan. 

cochab/star 
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~Selah/Pause & Think About It 

Yahushaben Moshe Eliyahu 
Our Website: www.YHRIM.com 

YHRIM Youtube Channel: http://bit.ly/YHRIM_Youtube 

Newsletter Archive: http://www.yhrim.com/Newsletter-Archive.html 

Our Facebook Current Event Info Page: http://www.facebook.com/Yahusha.benmosheeliyahu 
 

"No Scripture Ever Contradicts another Scripture, if it seems to we just need to adjust our perspective until we can 

see them clearly. Unless you can use All the Scriptures without throwing any out, you can't Teach that subject Fully 

or Correctly." 

 
Ahmos/Amos 9:9-11 "For, see, I will command, and I will sift Beit Yisrael among all nations, like corn is sifted in a 
sieve, yet the least kernel of grain shall not fall upon the earth. 10 All the sinners of My people shall die by the sword, who 

say, The evil shall not overtake nor find us.11 In that day I will raise up the Sukkah of Daood that has fallen, and close 
up the breaches of it; and I will raise up its ruins, and I will rebuild it as in the days of old:” 

 

Luka/Luke 21:28“And when these things begin to come to pass, then look up, and lift up your heads; for your 

Geulah/Redemption draws near.” 

 

Hoshea/Hosea 14:1-9 “4 I will heal their backsliding, I will love them instantly: for My anger will be 

turned away from him.” 

http://www.yhrim.com/
http://bit.ly/YHRIM_Youtube
http://www.yhrim.com/Newsletter-Archive.html
http://www.facebook.com/yahushua.benmosheeliyahu

